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In Kosovo, from 1989 to 1999, an entire decade of living between civil
resistance and parallel life has been transformed into a quest for the right to
self-determination. This is the reality created by self-organization as the only
means of survival when all institutional lifelines are severed. Consequently,
new types of reorganization were implemented. In this sense, this study
studied the parallel existence and civil resistance in Kosovo as a fiction of the
harsh living reality that resulted from the collective exclusion at the time of
the fall of Yugoslavia. As a result of the constitutional amendments of 1989,
the efforts for self-organization within this reality, as an effort to preserve the
ties between the society inside and outside the country, became pillars of civil
and political resistance, surpassing all the threads at the limits of that unique
socio-political situation, within such a constitutionally violated reality.
Parallel resistance allowed Kosovo to survive and set the stage for a 1999
post-war self-determination process. This study contributes to the body of
knowledge by addressing the rarely treated aspect of parallel existence and
civic resistance in Kosovo. The study's theoretical contribution supplied
practitioners with numerous insights.

Introduction
Many times, Kosovo's democratic and political path during the nineties of
the last century has been qualified as a sui generis case. Moreover, this
dimension became crucial in the interpretation of the International Court
of Justice with regard to the declaration of independence by Kosovo
authorities in February 17, 2008, after a period of international
protectorate since 1999. In this perspective, the treatment of certain
equally unavoidable measures necessary by a scenario created by the
constitutional amendments of 1989 was deemed useful, whereby
numerous protected rights were derogated and Albanians were robbed of
institutions essential to preserving a normal way of life. The following
sections will examine how out-of-the-ordinary activities disturb the
normal social order and lead to an extraordinary circumstance that
undermines the entire individual and communal order.
The breakdown of order in Kosovo at the start of the 1990s was
accompanied by enormous job expulsions, structural/ethnic shifts inside
institutions, and overt colonization attempts. These and other efforts of a
similar sort were obvious in favors to the Serbian citizenry and belonging,
and Albanians were subjected to discrimination on all fronts. As a result,
the right to self-determination has been violated on multiple fronts, with
the political sphere being the least respected. It was exactly the
unwillingness to respect it that provided a further impetus for civic
resistance and parallelism.
In this article, the parallel state or parallelism notion is more specific than
the contemporary concepts of "state within a state", "the deep state," or
"dual state." Ambinder and Grady (2013); Kyle, Jessop, Al‐Sabah, and
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Whitaker (2017); Michaels (2018); Müllerson (2009); Scott (2014);
(Tunander, 1989) recognizing that the parallel state of Kosovo appears as
an open rival of the "official" state, due to its ethnic and political
circumstances that justify it. In addition, the concept of civil resistance Beer
(2021); Carter (2009); Chenoweth and Stephan (2013); Clark (2000);
Kalyvas and Kocher (2009); Roberts and Ash (2011) acknowledges the
current framework of "civil resistance studies." Perhaps Chenoweth's
characterization of civil resistance as an unarmed civilian activity
characterized by nonviolent resistance, unarmed struggle, or nonviolent
action against the regime without directly threatening physical harm to the
adversary is the most accurate description of Kosovo's civil residence.
It was precisely the political experience of the parallel state and the civil
resistance that were precursors of the status of Kosovo and its sui generis
case evaluation. It is not by chance that the International Court of Justice
will base its Accordance with international law regarding the unilateral
declaration of independence in respect of Kosovo on "specific
circumstances that make Kosovo a case that is sui generis resulting from
the disintegration of former-Yugoslavia, including the historical context of
Yugoslavia's violent break-up as well as the massive violence and
repression that took place in Kosovo" Weller (2009). Therefore, it might
be presumed that throughout the entire history of the sui generis status of
Kosovo, an essential part of this status deals with its historical path toward
the final status. By designing it incrementally, the parallel state of civil
resistance became a cornerstone for the independence of Kosovo in 2008.
This study concludes with an attempt to evaluate the dimension of parallel
existence and civil resistance in Kosovo as a figment of the harsh living
reality that resulted from collective exclusion at the time of the break-up of
Yugoslavia. This objective of the study is of fundamental importance to the
body of knowledge since the dimension of parallel existence and civic
resistance in Kosovo as a mirage of harsh reality is rarely addressed in
previous studies. This is an original study that investigated selfdetermination and civic resistance in Kosovo. Earlier research has not
addressed the significance of self-determination and civic resistance in
Kosovo. Literature addresses self-determination and civil resistance
Bamber and Svensson (2022); Shapiro (1994); Van den Broeck, Howard,
Van Vaerenbergh, Leroy, and Gagné (2021) but Kosovo does not explore
this link. This study therefore has significant theoretical and practical
consequences.
The Importance of the Paper
In the context of organized parallel resistances and parallelism itself on the
path towards the realization of the right to self-determination, this paper
comes as a novelty because it deals only with the case of Kosovo. So, this
adds a new case, well studied and clearly argued. Due to the significance of
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the need for such a study, the focus of this study was on research, and in
addition to being a paper, it will be made into a doctoral thesis.
The Structure of the Paper
Beginning with the point at which the overall disintegration of society
starts between 1989 and 1999, the study elaborates on the evolution of life
within these confines throughout the same time frame. As a result, the
violation in the legal sphere has led to violations in the political,
educational, health, and social spheres and the self-organization of the
Kosovo society in all of these domains. The first section of the study is the
introduction, which includes the study's problem, objective, and
importance. The second section of the study is based on a literature
evaluation of past investigations reviewed to the current research. The
parallel system was thoroughly described in the literature review in light
of past research. In addition, the third half of the study focuses on the
study's methodology. The fourth component is based on the study's
conclusion. This part addressed both the study's implications and its
suggestions.

Literature Review
The primary literature of this study is local and foreign authors, such as
Anton Berishaj with the study “Philanthropy in Kosovo”, and “Society
without state”, Fehmi Agani with his studies, “Independence, probability
and hope”, Volume 7, “Democracy, the Nation, Self-Determination”, Gene
Sharp “From Dictatorship to Democracy”, Howard Clark “Civil Resistance
in Kosovo”, but also other authors who have written on civil resistance and
the building of a parallel life, such as: Andersen (1995); Schok (2015); Clark
(2000); Cooke (2011); Duponchelle, Paradis, Ribbink, and Turner (2008);
Arendt (1972); Taylor, Foote, and Wood (1996) , but also other authors.
Building the Parallel System
Recalling the early political situation in Kosovo thirty years ago, the ageold question of where human life begins and ends in the absence of political
organization comes to mind. Do political "legal" institutions exclude the
citizenry's lawful voice? When removed from the state, can society produce
an internal self-organizing energy? There are a number of issues that
require theoretical treatment, but at their core lies a history that speaks
more than any political theory of the need for a state or the very need for
an organization of life in general, institutional life in particular, when
exclusion from the state itself is applied on the basis of ethnicity. The
Kosovar society, heavily tested by such a reality, was forced to part ways
with a system that left no room for cooperation between communities but
divided them, as never before, favoring Serbs and discriminating against
Albanians. That discrimination, and later division, began exactly in 19891990. It is precisely 1989 that marks Albanians' great deprivation from
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many rights guaranteed to them by federal and local constitution. The new
“legal” and constitutional amendments produced such deprivation and
thus kick-started a legal, political, economic, social, educational, and health
crisis in the country.
Over a decade in Kosovo, many other processes originated from those
amendments, which constituted a heavy blow to Kosovo. According to
Stavileci (1996, 293), three changes were the most critical and decisive in
the abolition of autonomy: the overthrow of state power, including its
legislative, executive, administrative, and judicial levels, followed by the
two instances of its establishment (local and provincial governments); the
destruction of the economy, with the intention of property alienation; and
the collapse of social activities, including health, education, science, culture,
and public information. Practically, these changes produced a completely
new reality at all levels, and a new political reality above all. Significantly,
the first attack came on justice itself, although justice is considered a
primary condition for politics. While this primary condition was being
attacked, the political reality was beginning to take a completely new
direction, indicating thus a provocation based on direct political and
constitutional violations. Hence, the first provocation was made through
the “unilateral amendment of the Serbian Constitution”, which flagrantly
contradicted the Constitution of Kosovo and the Constitution of the
Yugoslav Multinational Federation, followed by police actions that were
taken at the very moment when “potential tectonic waves that would tear
Yugoslavia to many pieces were being felt and when Serbia was rushing to
emerge from such fragmentation with Kosovo and Vojvodina as parts of
it”(Zajmi, 1996, 244).
Serbia's motivation in this case was to achieve its objectives and create a
new reality by first altering Kosovo's constitutional identity and then
destroying institutional life and altering it from inside. This marked the
start of a dual existence in Kosovo. This new reality results from such
repressive connotation, affecting every aspect of existence and generating
a more unstable, insecure, and hopeless state. In this way, the development
of an entirely new legal, constitutional, and contradictory reality
commenced. Given that the majority of the people, which was Albanian,
remained wholly excluded from the constitution and legislative life, which
predated their absence from institutional life, such measures were
consistent with this paradox. This demonstrated that the constitutional
modifications were merely a preamble to destroying the institutional and
public life associated with Kosovo Albanians' rights. Similarly, there was a
shift in the relationships between the communities, and there were steps
toward constructing a socio-politically structured reality above the legal
one. Thus, the legislative and constitutional modifications established a
new social reality, preserving Serbia's explicit desire to alter the ground
condition. But, why all this focus on the legal field?
The legal scene was where the new socio-political order began, which was
constitutional and also constitutional and political and discriminatory.
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Consequently, further acts emanated from this legal and constitutional
foundation, in the spirit of efforts to create and bolster the concept of
"dealbanization" of institutions. Thus, the plans to alter the personnel and
purge the institutions of ethnic Albanians became a reality. Eventually,
both the attempt to maintain the status quo and the desire to alter it were
observed in the theater of conflict, and the reality was marked by ethnic
and institutional conflicts, legal and parallel norms that excluded one
another. Such a major social and political clash led to the deterioration of
relations between the communities and prompted attempts to change the
ethnic structure in Kosovo to carry out the plan of keeping the territory
under control at all costs and turning the idea of recolonization into reality.
Politically speaking, the sole purpose of these legal and constitutional
moves was to maintain control over Kosovo, including the ethnic cleansing
that will occur a few years later. Legally, this was attempted through the
Law on the Operation of Republican Bodies in Special Circumstances,
primarily through the assumption of powers. This law paved the way for
another degrading step via mass expulsions from institutional life and jobs
following the general strike of 3 September 1990, which clearly
demonstrated that it was no longer merely a matter of power aimed at the
occupation, colonization, and establishment of a colonial system in Kosovo,
but much more: a matter of intentional systematic degrading of Albanians
and their impoverishment, endangerment of their health, their existence,
and displacement (Islami, 20001, 8).
The new legal and constitutional reality of 1989 gained traction in
everyday life through widespread and multifaceted discrimination,
especially in the economic sphere, as an additional step towards
constructing a new image that was intended to be installed within the
institutions and society itself. In the economic domain, a series of violent
actions were adopted, and as a result, "in only one year, violent measures
were introduced in 237 economic firms in Kosovo, primarily in the most
successful businesses" Islami (2001, 8). However, a complete disregard for
human rights was implemented. These included the right to freedom of
thought and expression Aral (2004), the right to work Cooke (2011), the
right to a peaceful existence , and the right to education in the mother
tongue Cooke (2011), among others Shapiro (1994). There had no other
choice except to devise a means of civic resistance and a parallel existence.
All the measures mentioned above were at full service of collapsing these
economic enterprises first to dismiss the Albanians employed in them and
then start the policy of filling the vacancies with “employees” that came
from Serbia. Thus, ethnically, and politically motivated economic
segregation has occurred. "To carry out such a procedure, the Albanian
managerial personnel were replaced, and the Albanian employees were
fired. On this basis, and under the guise of eliminating technological
surplus, around 145 thousand workers were terminated" (Shatri, 2001,
110).
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As a first step prior to implementing other actions that will exacerbate the
issue in general, this is where the racial segregation in all state companies
began, with the intention of constructing a new infrastructure and a
completely distinct atmosphere in each workplace. In addition, this new
behavior engendered a significant deal of discontent among Albanians,
who naturally rejected such a discriminating and exclusive policy, which
was being executed through entirely irrational tactics and an unjust policy.
Thus, as a “rule”, “good policy became immoral policy that was immoral,
but successful: the art of usurpation and holding power by all
means”(Maritain, 2000, 87).
Thus, through the usurpation of legal and constitutional terrain, the moral
basis of such a policy, guided by irrationality, was also questioned. The
irrationality of such unconstitutional actions produced a moral crisis in the
political domain, which examined the very existence of the society while
the society itself “is a product of reason and moral force, ( Maritain, 1997,
26), being questioned not only as human freedom, but as existence as well.
Even while the attack originated from the legal and constitutional realm
and extended to all aspects of life, it put political and human morals to the
test, since the existence of a majority was threatened by the inclination to
protect and expand the interests of a minority ethnicity. All these legal and
constitutional actions, and of other natures subsequently, constituted an
open attempt for a moral breakdown, above all, by the way of submission
and conditioning in various forms. Many actions of similar nature produced
a difficult economic and psychological situation and, above all, a completely
new reality of a non-completion of the individual, who was being attacked
more and more by the lack of his individual and collective freedoms alike.
Therefore, here and hence, we see that the attack was already different,
beyond the legal one. So, it was a moral, spiritual attack which urged a
parallel life through a civil resistance.
And when disintegration is already both moral and material, it provides a
new social, economic, and political setting because humans "are also
persons as carriers of dignity, intellectual activity, and freedom, as a whole
with a transcendent destiny, as an end, not a means "(Maritain, 2000, 15).
Thus, from 1989 to 1999, the Albanians were deprived of two basic and
fundamental rights for a society: freedom and self-determination. The
collective insult against the Kosovar society violated both of these rights
and gravely harmed its dignity. This historical-political perspective enables
us to perceive how this period was primarily exacerbated by the absence
of peace, freedom, stability, and fundamental requirements for survival, as
manifestations of widespread acquiescence. In this regard, one can now
freely refer to the liberal-conservative concept of peace and stability as
valuable standards, as well as the values of "freedom," "selfdetermination," and "limits of self-governments," as well as any other
values or standards related to the capacity to ensure peace and stability
(Przeworski, 2010).
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Therefore, when peaceful order and stability itself is disrupted, it results in
instability at all levels, and peace, equality, and freedom are already in
jeopardy; and, regardless of whether we refer to the liberal-conservative
concept of freedom or its radical concept, "the statement of the past
century about ‘self-determination' could conceptually be lined up along the
'axis' of freedom as peace versus freedom as equality" Aguestad (2020),
both of which were historically. The right to self-determination is already
in issue due to violations of equality and freedom. This argument is
bolstered by the fact that if the legal status of a state is not typical in terms
of geographical sovereignty, then it is also legally ambiguous and
questionable which fits the historical and political situation of Kosovo
rather well.
Due to the disruption of the constitutional and legal order, the Albanians
are compelled to tell a story about a form of self-determination when faced
with such a circumstance. Although the right to self-determination "is one
of the fundamental political principles of relations between peoples and
states in today's world, Serbia interfered extensively with the right of
Albanians to determine their own fate, causing further disruption. Selfdetermination, despite being a right for all people, and which should have
resulted from their desire for freedom and democracy, with an
intertwining of individual and collective rights, is not supported
everywhere, as demonstrated in this case so long as the Albanians were not
a national minority (Agani, 2008).
Nevertheless, in the instance of Kosovo, it is evident that the right to selfdetermination was suppressed, as if there had been an attempt to
extinguish life itself through the most ruthless imaginable interference in
the essential institutions of a society. Even though this right was declared
inalienable in order to sustain life on an equal footing with the right to
dignity, it was not receiving support for its fulfilment. Although the right to
self-determination entails the right of the people to determine their own
fate, it is not permissible to interfere with the life of a country, demolish its
schools and institutions, violate its customs and habits, repress its
language, or restrict its rights Augestad (2020). Moreover, the right to selfdetermination in Kosovo's case must be viewed from a different
perspective, namely the historical aspect and the aspect of developments
that have occurred in the history of the peoples of the region, who have
shared a history during the same period, but with radically different
principles. The uti possidetis principle therefore also applies to Kosovo's
boundaries. But the self-determination agents were incorporated in the
parallel state and peaceful resistance political ideology. Self-organization
and its three primary pillars—solidarity, healthcare, and education—have
been mandated by the parallelism with the new state building.
In social self-organization, an extraordinary role was played by the “Mother
Teresa” association, which initially had identified families and individuals
with social needs following the principle of “the poorest among the
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poorest”. “In 1990 there were 2,450 families with 15,084 members, in 1991
there were 26,700 families with 174,084 members, in 1992 there were
43,320 poor families with 282,446 members, in 1993 there were 45,835
families with 373,994 members, in 1994 there were 57,353 poor families
with 373,942 members, in 1995 a total of 55,470 poor families with
373,942 members, in 1996 a total of 62,340 poor families with 404,465
members, in 1997 there were 59,700 poor families with 389,244 members
”Përgjoka Pjetër & Berisha Rami (2005). These numbers show that the
number of families identified as poor families increases from year to year.
Following the identification, the same organization begins the process of
aid collection and distribution. Thus, solidarity assumed the characteristics
of an individual and social value of solidarity. Self-organization as a habit
became unavoidable in healthcare when, in July 1990, the Parliament of
Serbia imposed aggressive measures on the health system in Kosovo and
obliterated it. Self-organization inside the "Mother Teresa" association's
network of ambulances was an appropriate approach. As the number of
patients came and went, so did the number of doctors willing to contribute
in this direction. As a result, "wherever there were fired doctors and
nurses, generous people offering homes without compensation, and a bit
of good organization among the villagers, a new 'Mother Teresa'
ambulance was opened. 92 of them were registered for seven years but
most likely the records will not be accurate because the real number goes
to over 100”(Demolli, 2012).
In addition to healthcare, the situation in the field of education deteriorates
even more, especially after the rejection of school curricula which Serbia
imposed. The non-acceptance of these programs is taken to “fire more than
5000 high school teachers; over 850 university professors are expelled,
over 20,000 students and about 60,000 high school students are expelled
from school premises”(Agani, 2002). After this action, even in this sphere
there was no other alternative but self-organization. "A special
contribution in this regard was made by all education workers at all levels,
from pre-school and primary education to secondary and higher education,
with approximately 22,000 of them, approximately 400,000 pupils and
students, and approximately 3,000 heads of households who opened their
homes to this large number of pupils and students" (Shatri, 2010).
Kosovo, like the republics of the former Yugoslavia that declared their
sovereignty and independence, represents a case of external selfdetermination and, at the same time, a case of classical occupation and
systematic state repression against a nation that is unable to exercise its
right to be the master of its own destiny, despite the satisfaction of three
essential conditions Stavileci (2001). Beyond that, self-determination is
Kosovo's only path to peace, freedom, and stability, and this is
strengthened by the United Nations Charter of 1945, which included the
terminology of self-determination, because "self-determination" was
included into international law at that time. "One goal of today's exporters
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of written constitutionalism is to provide emerging nations with the
invaluable gift of democratic self-government" (Rubenfeld, 2001).
The concept of parallel life presented the civic context necessary for selfdetermination-related political endeavors as a significant foundation for
the state-building process. The sub-political aspect of this life, exemplified
by civil resistance, is intended to be a peaceful democratic process that
creates the new political bodies of the independent state. President Wilson
of the United States introduced and gave international weight to the
discourse on self-determination in 1918. As a result, "self-determination
was one of Wilson's fourteen points in the Peace Conference, which was
accepted by the League of Nations and found a place in the anti-fascist
powers' statements during the Second World War" Agani (2002).
Adherence to this idea aided governance and contributed to the occurrence
of as few violent conflicts as possible, hence upholding the principle of
equality, the right to self-determination from which a permanent peace
would emerge, and the United Nations Charter. Agani (2002) The first
article of the Charter states that the objective of the United Nations is to
establish cordial relations among nations based on respect for the principle
of equal rights and self-determination of people. Faced with such a
pervasive disruption of life, the Albanians were compelled to fight for selfdetermination, as they saw this as the only road to a lasting peace.
As long as all people have the right to self-determination and the ability to
determine their own political and socio-cultural destiny, no one has the
authority to violate their rights unless they are chosen by those people. It
has been said numerous times that no one can lawfully speak or act on
behalf of a group unless he or she has been elected by the group's equal
members. This concept appears to symbolize the equality of a group, not
just as a question of collective freedom but also as a prerequisite for
individual liberty (Aguestad, 2020). The Albanians in Kosovo had no higher
claim than the right to determine their own fate, especially under the
current conditions where the right to life was being trampled along with all
other rights and the very minimum of individual and collective liberties
was not being maintained.
Consequently, the Kosovar society proved that "the force of nations
fighting for freedom may be greater than that of nations fighting for
enslavement" by making attempts to maintain long-lasting stability despite
a discriminating and exclusive policy Maritain (2000). In spite of these
expulsions, the Albanians who refused to recognize the legitimacy of the
Serbian state and participated in a parallel Albanian political organization
Vickers (2004), which was erroneously referred to as a secret organization
despite the fact that it was anything but, made the most serious attempt to
rebuild life in all of its domains. There is no secret to constructing parallel
life so long as it originates from a defiance that pushes an individual and
the collective towards rejection or even imposes parallel life, which Sharp
would describe as "massive political defiance" Sharp (2012), or when all of
this leads to nonviolent action. While Sharp
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has established a thorough theory of non-violent action, Hana Arendt has
found that non-violent resistance can illuminate her theoretical studies on
political action and direct democracy. In 1958, she included an epilogue to
her second (expanded) edition of The Origin of Totalitarianism, which
discussed workers' strikes and workers' councils that had flourished in
Hungary a month after the Soviet reconquest (Carter, 2009).
In addition to being a form of resistance, these actions and others of a
similar kind provide for gaining time and constructing a whole
infrastructure to deal with the situation and establish preconditions for
altering reality itself. Consequently, "the modes of action may vary and
have included protests, vigils, petitions, strikes, job cuts, and boycotts, as
well as remaining at home, lingering, and establishing parallel government
institutions" Roberts and Ash (2009). The struggle for survival and
preservation of life was won because of the non-violent conflict waged in
Kosovo for a decade, between 1989 and 1999. Nonetheless, the desire and
willingness of the community for a battle without violence were evident
during this time. Gandhi viewed this as a "constructive program" – selforganized attempts to reform society – and a swaraj, a rich notion that
linked personal self-realization through many levels of decentralized
government to the achievement of a national objective (Clark, 2000).
Individual or collective self-realization was already seen only through such
a policy of resistance, despite increasingly aggressive efforts that could
provoke a different behavior in this sense. However, when the state plays
a repressive role, so violating fundamental human rights and liberties, it
cannot be viewed from any other angle than that of the state's new
function.

Research Methodology
The current study is based on secondary data. Secondary data from
previous studies, books, internet, and other sources are used to conclude.
The methodology of this study to theoretical research and exploration,
analysis and study of texts and data that exist to date. In addition to helping
the findings that have been partially discussed, and more in the publicistic
field than in the scientific one, now come here as confirmed and
reconfirmed with strong support on theoretical research. As a result of this
resistance and defiance in the face of all that legal, political, and physical
pressure exerted upon Albanians, an entire system of self-organization and
survival in a challenging period was built in education, health, and almost
all other fields, creating the basis of a new independent state. That selforganization and survival managed to keep life within its borders and push
forward the right to self-determination at the same time.

Conclusion
Numerous resolutions adopted by the European Parliament, the United
States Senate, and the parliaments of several European countries
established those systematic violations of human rights, particularly those
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stipulated and guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
were taking place in Kosovo beginning in the late eighties of the previous
century.
In this context, the question arises as to whether the state is a necessary
regardless of its behavior, whether it is a precondition for the continuation
of humanity, or whether alternative forms can emerge as a reaction against
an oppressive state. These challenges and questions regarding the role of
the state in political theory have been highlighted for quite some time. Is
the state (as a "apparatus of violence" or, in the words of Thomas Hobes, "a
leviathan monster") a necessary evil without which life is not conceivable,
or is it a "creation" of advanced patterns of life organization, resulting from
Rousseau's social contract? (Berishaj, 2014). Even though states have
frequently exceeded their function and, in our case, have been
exclusionary, the position of the state in society has been viewed as
essential.
Despite the fact that the society in this instance lacked state protection, it
was the state itself that excluded and discredited the society in all possible
ways, so earning it the moniker of stateless society. At the very least, the
term "stateless" suggested that these individuals had lost the protection of
their government and were seeking international accords to maintain their
legal existence Arendt (2002). This entire circumstance led to the condition
stated by Kant: Nothing can prevent the world from becoming an
everlasting grave, and lasting peace from becoming a cemetery. Worse yet,
all conflicts appear to conflate man with a simple machine and refer to him
as an instrument in someone's hands (of the Statestate), leaving no
possibility to perceive human space as a human right (Kant, 2004).
This is the source of all the opposition to such pressure, on the one hand,
and the demand for self-determination, on the other. Therefore, the
explosion, or as we have referred to it, the bringing of freedom, is the
quality of resistance. As a result of civil resistance, new autonomous state
institutions will emerge as a unique entity. As a result of this resistance and
defiance in the face of all the legal, political, and physical pressure exerted
upon the Albanians, an entire system of self-organization and survival in
an extremely difficult period was established in education, health, and
nearly all other fields, laying the foundation for a new independent state.
That self-organization and survival were able to retain life inside its limits
while simultaneously advancing the right to self-determination.

Implications of the Study
Civil resistance is one of the most critical areas of research. Therefore, by
considering the importance of civil resistance, a number of previous
studies discussed civil resistance Banai (2015); Boli and Elliott (2008);
Carter (2009); Clark (2000); Fierstein (2008). Furthermore, other studies
also evaluated self-determination differently and using various dimensions
McConnell (1997); Murdoch (1959); Van Biema (2007); Van den Broeck et
al. (2021). However, the literature rarely addresses the integration
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between civil resistance and self-determination. Studies have discussed
both these elements separately, however, the combination between these
factors is not addressed by previous studies. Therefore, this study filled the
significant literature gap and extended the knowledge in selfdetermination and civil resistance. Furthermore, this study contributed to
the literature by considering Kosovo. Literature addressed selfdetermination and civil resistance, but it is not discussed in the context of
Kosovo. Thus, this study assessed the unique relationship between selfdetermination and civil resistance in Kosovo and contributed to the body
of literature. Hence, this study filled several literature gaps that led to
major practical implications.

Recommendations
This proves that civil resistance has been proven as extremely successful
in sustaining life, therefore, the practitioners must consider it.
Furthermore, in the context of this paper, it is reconfirmed that civil
resistance and parallelism are interrelated with each other to help in
coping, but also in responding concerning all that pressure which require
intention of the practitioners. Civil resistance and self-determination
should be studied in various other aspects to clear the relationship and
provide various other insights for the practitioners.
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